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Briefly address each of the Criteria for the type of permit to be amended and state why this request should 
be approved.  (Use additional sheets if necessary.): 
 
A. Conditional Use Permit. (Fee: $250.00) 
 
 Before an amendment to an existing Conditional Use Permit is approved, findings will be made 

that the following criteria are satisfied: 
 
  1. 11.030(A)(1) The use is appropriate at the proposed location.  Several factors which 

should be considered in determining whether or not the use is appropriate include:  
accessibility for users (such as customers and employees); availability of similar existing 
uses; availability of other appropriately zoned sites; and the desirability of other suitably 
zoned sites for the use. 

               
               
 
  2. 11.030(A)(2)  An adequate site layout will be used for transportation activities.  

Consideration should be given to the suitability of any access points, on-site drives, 
parking, loading and unloading areas, refuse collection and disposal points, sidewalks, bike 
paths, or other transportation facilities.  Suitability, in part, should be determined by the 
potential impact of these facilities on safety, traffic flow and control, and emergency 
vehicle movements. 

               
               
 
  3. 11.030(A)(3)   The use will not overburden water and sewer facilities, storm drainage, fire 

and police protection, or other utilities. 
               
               
 
  4. 11.030(A)(4)   The topography, soils, and other physical characteristics of the site are 

appropriate for the use.  Where determined by the City Engineer, an engineering or 
geologic study by a qualified individual may be required prior to construction. 

               
               
 
  5. 11.030(A)(5)   The use contains an appropriate amount of landscaping, buffers, setbacks, 

berms or other separation from adjacent uses. 
               
               
 
 
SITE PLAN:  A Site Plan depicting property lines and the location of all existing and proposed 
structures, parking, landscaping, and/or signs is required.  The Plan must include distances to all property 
lines. Scaled free-hand drawings are acceptable. 
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